IBISA is an Insurtech focused on providing end-to-end solutions to protect businesses and communities against Climate Change.
Because communities and businesses are not ready to win the fight against climate change

**INDIA**
130k dairy cooperatives lose +3.4M tons of milk annually due to high temperatures

**PHILIPPINES**
2 million farmers are at risk of losing their entire harvest to typhoons

**SENEGAL**
1 million West African breeders could lose all their livestock if there is no fodder due to drought

Source: 1) Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)
Tomorrow is too late
We design and operate innovative parametric insurance coverages.

Traditional insurance models have struggled to provide affordable, accessible, and effective coverage for these vulnerable farming communities.
Technology

1. IBISA Earth Engine
2. Product Builder
3. Showroom – backtest tool
4. Policy Management Platform
IBISA Backtesting Tool
IBISA always works with local underwriters
PPPs are very good tools to help scale innovative insurance products at an early stage in low-income areas.

Grant funding

Provider of smart farming advice

Underwriting & last mile distribution

Technical data provider
Tomorrow is too late
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